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Painting by Henry Clifford, a telegraph engineer. Reprinted in Charles Bright, The Story of the Atlantic
Cable (New York: D. Appleton and Co., 1903).
Executive summary
The security of submarine communications cables (SCCs) is vital to Australia’s strategic and economic
interests. Transoceanic information flows for military, government, corporate and private communications
rely almost entirely on SCCs. There is no alternative system capable of handling this data as satellite
communications have relatively low bandwidth and high latency. As an island state, Australia is dependent
on SCCs and especially vulnerable to SCC system interruptions.
This report collates and expands upon primary and secondary historical sources, including important
archival material, and makes an essential contribution to the currently scarce literature around the strategic
value of Australia’s SCCs. Australian-linked SCCs and their terrestrial infrastructure have significant
vulnerabilities. While Australia has several legal and regulatory protections for SCC infrastructure, further
action by Defence and other government agencies are required to protect these vital links, especially as the
country enters an uncertain strategic future.
There is a strong historical basis for recognising the importance of SCCs, especially the need for a diversity
of cable routes and landing points to avoid the geographic concentration of infrastructure. German naval
action in the Pacific during the First World War indicates the potential for isolated incidents to have
significant ramifications for communications when there is an insufficient distribution of infrastructure.
Espionage operations conducted by Australian and US forces in the Second World War and the Cold War
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demonstrate the importance of submarine cables for defence forces, which rely on fast, secure
communications to maintain command.
SCC vulnerabilities expose Australia’s globalised economy and its security links with allies to damage
occurring from natural disasters and attacks by malicious actors, including terrorist groups, state-sponsored
actors and other states. Future cable projects should extend along Australia’s coastline to hedge against
these geographic vulnerabilities. Lack of demand and high costs have so far prevented this, but government
intervention would go some way to rectifying the problem. The importance of SCCs to the ADF’s and
Defence’s secure communications cannot be overstated. Defence Science and Technology Group should
undertake research to determine Defence’s level of reliance upon SCCs and the potential for alternative
technologies to reinforce its communications infrastructure.
The lack of a dedicated inter-agency strategy to respond to hostile action against Australia’s SCC
infrastructure presents a gap in defence planning, especially with new cable projects underway on
Australia’s vulnerable northern approaches. Australia’s allies have and continue to invest in capabilities to
secure their SCC networks. Current maritime security arrangements should be expanded upon: Defence,
Home Affairs and the national intelligence community should collaborate on forming a strategy to protect
SCC infrastructure and respond to hostile action targeting it. In addition, regular patrols around Australian
Communications and Media Authority (ACMA)-designated SCC protection zones should be conducted to
ensure compliance and prevent cable damage. Current and precise publicly available data around the
locations of submarine cables is limited. ACMA should release this coordinate data on at least a yearly
basis to assist further studies of Australia’s SCCs.
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Introduction
Submarine communications cables (SCCs) have been essential to Australia’s economic and national
security since the late nineteenth century. These cables are more important to Australia now than ever
before due to the accelerating digitisation of information, trade, culture and society. For an increasingly
connected defence force, SCCs will only become more essential to the command, control, communications
and computer (C4) systems that enable the effective deployment of Defence capabilities and personnel
within the region and around the globe. In 2021, SCCs carry 99 per cent of transoceanic internet traffic and
are far more capable than any wireless or satellite technology. To the public and many policy-makers,
however, their importance goes unnoticed; after all, they are far less glamorous than the launch of a new
satellite constellation or a new generation of mobile technology. SCCs and their terrestrial landing sites are
part of an invisible but essential telecommunications infrastructure, the majority of which lies under the
seas and oceans of the world, out of sight and out of mind. This report seeks to rectify the invisibility of
modern submarine cable networks by detailing the threats SCC networks have been presented with from
their inception. It considers how technological and geostrategic change has affected Australian cable
systems, and the legislative, regulatory and defence regimes constructed to protect them.
Australia’s international cable systems have a storied history. For an island nation initially reliant on
months-long voyages to receive information from the other side of the world, the invention of undersea
telegraph communications was ground-breaking. The first half of this report is dedicated to a recounting
and analysis of Australia’s historical engagement with undersea cables. Beginning with an overview of the
first steps taken to achieve undersea communications in Europe, the nineteenth-century Australian
experience is examined, considering the information security concerns of the British Empire at the time.
Following this, German attacks on Pacific cable stations in the First World War are identified as
particularly significant events, given they present the only examples of malicious attack in the history of
Australia’s SCCs. After developments in the interwar period are discussed, the report moves on to a history
of Australian action around SCCs in the Second World War, where the midget submarine Operation
SABRE provides a valuable example of a clandestine cable-cutting effort. The historical section concludes
with an account of the US intelligence-gathering operation Ivy Bells, which presents a further useful
example of clandestine operations during the Cold War.
Following a transitional section that examines changes in technology from telegraph lines to fibre-optic
cable, the contemporary SCC network in Australia and abroad comes into focus. The details of Australia’s
current international connections are examined and particular concerns about the lack of landing stations’
geographic diversity come to the fore. The implications of this lack of diversity are examined by observing
the most significant threats to SCCs. Natural disasters, undersea phenomena, fishing and dredging vessels,
and malicious attack are all understood to pose a more significant threat to SCCs when cables land in very
few places along a coastline. In a particularly important section of this report, the likelihood of a genuine
malicious attack against cables or landing points is considered. Attacks cannot be discounted, particularly
in an era of rising strategic tensions.
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This part of the report continues by asking why the geographic distribution of cables has not occurred in
Australia and finds that it is largely due to high costs and lack of demand. After observing some nascent
geostrategic concerns from an international perspective, the importance of SCCs to uninterrupted and
secure military communications is considered. The final parts of the section discuss Australia’s legislative
and regulatory protections for SCCs, finding them potentially wanting in their clarity and effectiveness.
The report concludes with five recommendations seeking to aid the ongoing protection of Australia’s vital
SCC links. Factors that will contribute to the ongoing security of SCCs in Australia include in-depth
studies of SCCs’ importance for secure Defence communications, diversifying future Australian cable
landing sites, creating an inter-agency response plan to combat hostile action against SCC infrastructure,
making additional resources available for protection zone enforcement, and providing current and accurate
data about the locations of SCCs in Australian waters.
Australia’s historical engagement with submarine cables
The nineteenth century
In 1837, Samuel Morse’s invention of a point-to-point communication technique using pulses of electrical
current ushered in a telecommunications revolution. A near-instantaneous method of long-distance
communication meant that vital information could be sent to and from far-flung concessions and territories
in minutes or hours, rather than days, weeks or months. By the mid-nineteenth century, terrestrial telegraph
systems were commonplace in Europe and the United States and were growing quickly. 1 While
communications between New York and San Francisco or Moscow and Vladivostok could now take place
without waiting for a horse- or train-carried message, telegraph systems stopped at coastlines, and so had to
be supplemented with ships where necessary. Communications from Europe to Oceania were markedly
improved by terrestrial transmission from Europe to South Asia, but not to the extent made possible by the
complete internal terrestrial networks in Europe or America.
In efforts to further the speed and convenience of telegraphy, it became evident that laying cables along the
seabed could offer a solution. Experiments that insulated iron or copper wires with the recently discovered
(by Europeans) latex sap from the gutta-percha tree in Southeast Asia proved successful. Carl Siemens and
Christopher Nickels of the Royal Society were instrumental in setting up the Gutta Percha Company,
which would merge with other telecommunications infrastructure interests to dominate submarine cable
production for decades. 2
In 1851, the first consistently working telegraph link under the English Channel was completed between
Dover and Calais. Work quickly began on other short links between England and Ireland, and within North
America, but Britain, Canada and the US were not connected until 1858. Even then, soon after President
James Buchanan and Queen Victoria exchanged messages, the first transatlantic cable failed due to the
high currents being pumped through it. 3 By 1866, reliable telegraph communication was achieved between
North America and Europe. 4
Until 1872, Australia had to rely on international communications that travelled at the speed of sail or
steam. This meant a months-long lag for news from Britain. Indeed, in the mid-nineteenth century, out-ofdate information fostered paranoia about Russian attacks on Australian ports and cities. 5
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After the successful laying and operation of the Atlantic cable, it was obvious that Britain could use the
same technology to communicate with its even further-flung dominions in the antipodes. With the
completion of the Overland Telegraph Line from Darwin to Adelaide, and a submarine cable laid between
Port Darwin and Banjoewangie in Java, Dutch East Indies, complete telegraphic communications between
Australia and the United Kingdom were finally possible in 1872. Additional cable was laid between
Broome (Cable Beach) and Java in 1889. 6
Even in the infancy of the global submarine cable network, the strategic value of SCCs was not lost on the
colonial powers. Despite telegraphic communication with Australia being achieved, the path of cables on
terrestrial sections, through South Asia, the Middle East and Europe, did not inspire confidence in the
security of the network – the potential for cable-cutting, interference and tapping was obvious to the British
government. 7
Reprinted on request of a Canadian senator in 1880, the Ottawa Daily Citizen published two articles
espousing the importance of sovereign control over the SCCs that connected England to Canada:8
Already it is impossible to communicate telegraphically between the various provinces of the Dominion, or
between the Imperial Government of Great Britain and her North American possessions, without every
dispatch passing under the censorship of citizens and consequently of the Government of the United States.
While some terrestrial networks followed the French example and were created as public utilities, and
others had been nationalised (Britain’s private networks were placed under the control of the Post Office in
1868), submarine cable networks were largely owned and managed by private interests. This did nothing to
assuage concerns about “purely United States enterprises . . telegraphically [ruling] the whole continent of
America, under United States management”. 9

The pan-Britannic cable system described by George Johnson in The All Red Line: The Annals and Aims
of the Pacific Cable Project (Ottawa: James Hope & Sons, 1903). Note the Fanning and Cocos Islands
connection points.
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The solution proposed was an “all-red line” of communications that passed exclusively through British
territory, akin to Cecil Rhodes’ red line of concessions from Egypt to South Africa. The all-red line cable
route would run from the UK to Newfoundland, across Canada, and then south-west through the Pacific to
Fanning Island, then onto Fiji, Norfolk Island and Australia proper. George Johnson noted the importance
of such a project to maintain centralised control over the empire:10
The wonderful power of electricity applied to telegraphy has suggested its employment
on an extended scale, to bring all the parts of the outer Empire within speaking
distance of each other, and within instant touch of the Mother Country, the great
centre of British power, and the source of influence and national cohesion.
The first transpacific cable was completed in October 1902, and along with existing British cable
infrastructure in the Indian and Atlantic Oceans, it formed the first telecommunications girdle around the
Earth. Messages could be sent between London and Sydney in just ten hours. 11
Pacific cable systems in the First World War
Concerns about the vulnerabilities of cables passing through the territory of third parties remained well into
the twentieth century. In 1914, three years before the US declared war on Germany, there was great
consternation among American telegraph companies, which claimed that UK government censors were
suppressing messages that should have been passed through to other “neutral” countries, and that telegram
senders were not even notified of non-delivery. 12 The British government was aware of the potential
economic value of commercial telegrams, and refused to transmit cables “facilitating commercial
transactions with enemy countries”. 13
Even in 1911, the British government was cognisant of the “considerable advantages which would….
accrue to an enemy from the interruption of British telegraphic communications …. at the outbreak of
war”. While British connections to Canada and South Africa had appropriate redundancies (fifteen and five
cables respectively) to continue operations in case of accidental or malicious damage, much of the
Commonwealth was only connected by a few cables: the ‘all-British connection to Australia relied solely
upon the Cocos Island–Darwin and Brisbane–Norfolk Island cable sections. 14 The strategic value of
Britain’s “all-red line” was obvious to German naval forces operating in the Pacific in 1914, particularly to
Karl von Müller, Captain of SMS Emden, a Dresden-class German cruiser. Buoyed by his great success
raiding shore stations and disrupting allied shipping routes in the Indian Ocean in the first months of the
war, von Müller decided to disrupt communications between Britain and Australia by cutting the eastern
cable line at the relay station on Direction Island, in the Cocos (Keeling) Islands. Surprisingly, given the
essential infrastructure there, Direction Island station did not have a guard complement and was essentially
defenceless. Had it been a German installation, Edwin P. Hoyt argues that a company-sized contingent
would have been stationed there – the landing party from Emden expected fierce resistance. The
defenceless cable station staff gladly provided the German party with the location of vital equipment,
however, and the station manager even congratulated the commanding German Lieutenant on his award of
the Iron Cross, information that had been received via the wireless station. 15 The landing party set about
destroying essential wireless and cable communication equipment, blowing up the radio antenna and
fishing the submarine cables from the shore before cutting them, though they failed to cut all three cables.
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Unfortunately, for Emden, the telegraph station was able to send a wireless message to HMAS Sydney,
which steamed towards Direction Island and on 9 November, Sydney engaged in a successful battle that
resulted in the grounding of Emden and the RAN’s first victory. 16 While von Müller, if not German High
Command, had been keenly aware of the strategic value of one of the only communications links between
Australia and Britain, their efforts had been foiled by a warning sent not over submarine cable but a
wireless transmission to the Sydney.

The cable ship Iris. State Library of Western Australia: call Z43b.
The eastern cable route through the Indian Ocean was not the only piece of SCC infrastructure of interest
to German commanders; the Pacific cable was also targeted to disrupt allied communications. The all-red
line’s existence was hardly a secret given the project had been widely publicised. In September of 1914,
the Fanning Island relay station was attacked by another German cruiser, SMS Nurnberg, flying a French
ensign to deceive the cable station workers until it was too late. The German landing party dynamited the
cable and destroyed essential equipment for telegraph operations. 17 A final telegram received by the
Vancouver station on 7 September reported that armed soldiers had entered the superintendent’s office, and
the connection was severed. 18 Concerns about the whereabouts of German cruisers in the area meant that
the cable ship HMCS Iris waited weeks in Fiji before it could continue to Fanning Island and repair the
fault, and did not arrive until 26 October. 19 Every British–Australian telegram had to be rerouted via the
Caribbean, South Africa and Direction Island until the cable was finally repaired on 6 November, just three
days before Emden’s raid on the Direction Island station. 20
Had the Fanning Island raid happened mere days later or had von Müller managed to attack any earlier,
Australia would have been without a direct cable connection to Britain within the first months of the war.
The Governor of New Zealand cabled the Australian Prime Minister’s office in the days after the raid on
Fanning Island, asking whether there was “any information [as to whether] Cocos Island Station is secure”.
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The reply from the Prime Minister’s secretary, Malcolm Shepherd, stated there was “available no reason to
suppose any interference with Cocos Island Station”. 21
Archival material also indicates that the Minister for Defence at the time, Senator Edward Millen, had been
forewarned about the potential for an attack on a Pacific cable station at least three weeks before German
action, but had not set any defensive plans in motion, such as having a British cruiser provide additional
security. 22 The stations had no dedicated military defence and were only staffed by telegraph company
employees, who had little motivation to prevent the destruction of the communication facilities. 23 There
were varying levels of appreciation for the importance of cables and cable stations. While the British had
been forward-thinking enough to sever Germany’s cables in the North Sea in 1914, they had neglected
their own in the Pacific, which perhaps was too far away to consider adequately protecting.
Interwar period
In the years between the world wars, there was minimal change in the structure of the cable system that
linked Australia with the rest of the world. British military intelligence documents report that the all-British
cable links – vital for the flow of information in the First World War, but as evidenced, vulnerable to attack
– remained the same, except for some instances of duplication for redundancy. The lines between Direction
Island and Cottesloe in Perth, and Fanning Island and Suva (Fiji) were duplicated in 1926, but no cable
routes were added, for example, between Australia and the United States. 24
Wireless telegraphy made great advances in the early twentieth century – the first two-way transatlantic
radio telegrams were sent and received in 1906 by Reginald Fessenden. By 1919, European radio
telephony transmissions were powerful enough to reach North America, and a year later Dame Nellie
Melba performed at a radio station in Chelmsford, England, and was heard in Newfoundland. 25 After the
First World War, a chain of wireless stations was built throughout the empire, resulting in a British all-red
line of wireless operations that stretched from the UK to Canada, India, South Africa, East Asia and
Australasia, where the Belconnen station in Canberra received high-frequency transmissions from
Britain. 26

The Belconnen wireless station in Canberra. AWM: P11039.001.
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While wireless communication was essential for any advanced, early twentieth-century military –
especially for those which, like the British, had to communicate with a massive navy and between far-flung
territories – it was not without disadvantages over wired submarine communication. For a time, the
relevance of SCCs declined relative to wireless communication, which could reach the other side of the
world when transmitted on short wave with a high-frequency broadcast. 27 Wireless communication,
however, was and remains insecure, given that anyone with a receiver was able to pick up transmissions,
which had to be coded when secret information was transmitted. When Britain severed German cables in
the English Channel in 1914 and 1939, Germany was forced to rely on wireless communication, which
British code breakers monitored and made operational use of. 28
SCCs were remarkably secure in comparison – copper cables were only able to be tapped by placing a
listening device directly on the cable. Despite cables being fairly easy to grapple and cut, even out of sight
of land, the British Overseas Defence Committee noted that cutting them would require an adversary to
have “possession of sufficiently accurate information as to the route of the cable”. Provided a station was
not defended properly, it would be far easier to land and destroy or make useless the telegraph equipment.
“No technical knowledge would be required.” 29 British Colonial Office documents considering the
protection of Fanning Island in 1904 claimed that the remoteness of the landing station was its primary
defence: “The cable lies visible in shallow water, and could be grappled and cut without difficulty near the
shore”.
Rifles and ammunition were provided to the cable station workers, but they were not used when attacked;
government documents indicate later plans for a larger gun emplacement on the island that “would
probably be quite capable to drive off a raiding merchant vessel”. 30

International cable routes in 1930. F. J. Brown, The Cable and Wireless Communications of the World
(London: Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd., 1930).
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Australian action in the Second World War
With the knowledge that cable communications were secured from interception, cable-cutting operations
also occurred in the Pacific theatre during the Second World War. Nearing the end of the war, sensitive
Japanese military communications relied on cables between Singapore, Saigon, Hong Kong and Tokyo,
and any landing to reoccupy Singapore would necessitate the cutting of these cables. While it might have
been possible to use a heavily escorted cable repair ship for this task, the threat posed by Japanese airfields
nearby could not be discounted. In May 1945, planning began for a joint RAN/RN operation: SABRE.
Two British midget submarines would slip by Japanese defences and sever the cables. Lt Cdr Max Shean,
RAN, commanded the submarine XE-4, which was well equipped for the mission. The exact cable
locations were already known to the allied force, as the navigator of HMS Bonaventure, the midget
submarine mother ship, had possession of accurate and current hydrographic charts of the area.
Additionally, a Cable and Wireless engineer was able to provide advice on how the submarines could best
grapple the cables, which could then be cut by a diver. 31 After two months of training in Hervey Bay,
practising on a disused undersea cable that ran from Queensland to New Guinea, and just weeks before the
bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, XE-4 was towed to the Mekong Delta by the S-class submarine
HMS Spearhead. Shean and his crew quickly located and cut both the Saigon–Singapore and Saigon–Hong
Kong cables on the afternoon of 31 July 1945 and returned to Bonaventure. 32
Crippling an adversary’s cable infrastructure without attacking landing points required (a) diving personnel
trained to operate in a hostile marine environment, and with additional training to find and sever cables
quickly, and (b) hydrographic information about the seabed and intelligence about the specific location of
cables.
Advents in submersible technology now allow for the repair or cutting of cables using remotely operated
underwater vehicles. Of course, this still requires a crew of remote operators, but it is safer and more
effective than past methods of cable repair. Additionally, almost every high-capacity undersea fibre cable’s
precise location can be garnered from companies specialising in selling location data to commercial
shipping ventures, which need to avoid costly accidental damage to cables for which they are liable to pay
repair costs. 33
SCC espionage in the Cold War: Operation Ivy Bells
So far, this paper has primarily considered the strategic value of severing communications cables to deny
an adversary the ability to quickly and securely transmit information. The tapping of communications
cables to retrieve this information, however, rather than destroy it – especially without the knowledge of
the cable operator – would be an intelligence coup.
In the early 1970s, a cable linking Moscow, Soviet Pacific fleet headquarters in Vladivostok, and the
Soviet submarine base at Petropavlovsk in the Sea of Okhotsk was eyed as a prime target by the US Office
of Naval Intelligence for a tapping operation: Operation Ivy Bells. While there was no solid evidence that a
cable even existed, it was reckoned that Soviet commanders would have wanted to avoid the significant
financial and time costs of having to encrypt and decrypt wireless communications, and so would have
preferred a hardwired telephone cable for communications.
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USS Halibut, a nuclear-powered and armed submarine converted to a special operations platform for USN,
CIA and National Reconnaissance Office operations, was modified to allow divers to enter and exit a
special compartment for operations on the seafloor. 34 Locating the cable only required the crew of Halibut
to find a Russian “submarine cable here” sign that had been placed to avert damage from fishing vessels.
Diving in the near-freezing water, frogmen placed a three-foot-long device that contained reels of tape to
record the signals transmitted along the cable, which was not cut or spliced but had a conductor wrapped
around it.

One of the “bugs” placed by US divers on a Russian cable as part of Operation Ivy Bells, later discovered
by the Soviets. Courtesy http://www.hisutton.com.
Ivy Bells was a success level above anything US intelligence agencies had previously achieved during the
Cold War, and in 1972, a far larger tap with greater storage capacity was installed by Halibut. The cable
carried dozens of telephone signals simultaneously, on which conversations about sensitive naval
operations, maintenance and defect issues with Soviet ships, and plans for submarine reconnaissance in US
waters could be listened to. The tapes from the cable tap were retrieved and replaced frequently and sent to
National Security Agency (NSA) headquarters, where they could be decrypted and translated – though the
Soviet military brass thought the line was secure, given that many communications were sent unencrypted
or only used basic cryptography. Only in the early 1980s were the Soviets alerted to the presence of the tap
after Ronald Pelton, an NSA communications specialist, met with KGB agents and told them of the
operation. 35
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From Morse code to high-speed broadband
After the introduction of submarine telegraph lines in the nineteenth century, the first major innovation in
undersea communications was the use of a coaxial cable to facilitate telephone communications. While
early trials took place in the 1930s, serious uptake of transoceanic telephone cables only came about in the
1960s and 70s. At this point, significant capacity increases had been achieved and “round-the-world”
systems were installed. 36 Despite significant improvements in cable technology and increasing demand,
Australia remained connected to the world via only two routes in 1969. The previous telegraph line
heading west from Perth was replaced with a coaxial cable from Cairns to Guam, which provided a second
link to Hawaii and the continental United States, and onward connections to Japan, China and Southeast
Asia. Australia’s major routes of international connection were all located on the east coast.

Australia’s major international cable connections in 1969. Note the concentration of connections from the
east coast. NAA: A1200, L80038.
During the mid-to-late twentieth century, significant advances were also made in satellite technology.
While coaxial SCCs had superior telephone service over short runs, satellites provided better quality
transoceanic communication and could even transmit video and broadcast TV, which coaxial cables could
not. 37 Satellite communication was the future: like the advent of radio and wireless communication
between the world wars, new technology again appeared to be overtaking submarine cables in capability.
Any prospects for a satellite-dominated future, however, were dashed with the invention of fibre-optic
cables. Innovations in semiconductor, laser and optical technologies meant that information could be
transmitted at the speed of light along glass fibres. Compared to copper cables, fibre-optic lines could carry
complex data far more efficiently. By the late 1980s, low latency, high bandwidth transmissions were
possible on undersea fibre cables. 38 A similar leap forward for satellite technology never occurred, with
those networks relying on comparatively iterative improvements in capacity and latency.
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Submarine cables leapfrogged satellites to regain their place as the backbone of global communications:
while they provided just two per cent of transoceanic bandwidth in 1988, they account for more than 99 per
cent of it in 2021. Commercial interest in satellite communications has grown in recent years, as modern
networks operate closer to the Earth and are “meshed”, decreasing latency and increasing bandwidth. 39
Nonetheless, cables still provide significantly cheaper and more reliable communications than satellites,
which have difficulty providing uninterrupted service in the event of breakdowns.
Submarine cable networks can hand off connections to more reliable lines markedly quicker when there is
a cable fault, and the capacity of the global cable infrastructure still far exceeds that of satellite networks. 40

This data is from several sources and should be taken as only indicative of the growth in cable relevance.
Sources: Mandell, 2000; APEC, 2012; Bueger and Liebetrau, 2021.
Submarine cables in Australia today
Australia’s undersea fibre network
The importance of SCCs to Australia cannot be overstated. When a mobile phone in Sydney communicates
with a cell tower, it does so wirelessly, but the remainder of the path data takes to reach a server in New
York hosting a news story, online store or cloud computing platform is entirely physical, and mostly along
the submarine cable. The connectivity SCCs provide enables Australia’s participation in the global
economy, which is continuing to rapidly digitise. A massive increase in the viability and uptake of mobile
technologies, and the increasing potential of networked artificial intelligence, cloud computing and
connected devices (the “internet of things”) all rely on international connectivity. 41
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The last decade has seen unprecedented growth in Australia’s domestic bandwidth production, which
sextupled between 2015 and 2021. In the same period, the number of Australian internet exchange points
(IXPs), where various domestic networks interconnect and often link to international cable networks, has
doubled.
The desire of individuals, businesses and government for higher bandwidth and lower latency connections
will only increase. APEC modelling in 2012 estimated that a 100 per cent loss in cable capacity would cost
the Australian economy over three billion dollars a month, a figure that would be far higher today. 42
Australia is currently connected to the world via thirteen international cables (see Appendix B). In a return
to the telegraph age, Sydney and Perth serve as the only points where cables land. 43 While precise locations
of interconnection differ within these cities, the presence of highly concentrated landing places presents a
situation like that experienced during and between the world wars. This is not a case unique to Australia:
Singapore, Taiwan and the UK have concentrated cable landing sites by their size and geography.
Australia, however, does not have the same excuse for having a highly concentrated set of landing sites. As
a point of comparison, the United States has highly distributed landing points on its east coast connecting
to Asia, while most cables connecting it to Europe land in tight groups in New Jersey or New York.
Attempts have been made in the US, however, to prevent the over-convergence of cable landings and links
to data centres or IXPs. 44

The chart indicates growth in bandwidth capacity supplied by IXPs. Source: Packet Clearing House,
https://www.pch.net/ixp/summary_growth_by_country, last accessed 11 May 2021; includes data from
archived versions accessed via archive.org.
The importance of geographically distributed landing stations
For a country with a coastline as significant as Australia’s, a wider distribution of cable landing points has
distinct advantages. The concentration of international connection points allows for a single event to cause
catastrophic damage to various cable systems simultaneously, rather than only affecting a single or few
cables that have been spread broadly along the coastline. Australian Communications and Media Authority
(ACMA) maps indicate that four cables landing in Sydney’s north arrive within a 2.5-kilometre stretch of
Narrabeen Beach. Similarly, four cables in southern Sydney land in the 3 kilometres between Bondi and
Clovelly beaches. Just a few kilometres offshore, these sets of cables converge even further, to within one
nautical mile, before diverging (see Appendix A for reproductions of these maps). 45
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It should be noted that ACMA data regarding current undersea infrastructure is very limited, and the maps
it supplies are at least ten years out of date. Additional cables have since been installed and are not
indicated, making it difficult for up-to-date analysis to be made.
Threats to SCCs
Natural disasters and undersea phenomena
Earthquakes, tsunamis and storms can cause significant damage to undersea cables, and though Australia
does not experience frequent serious earthquakes, there remains a cause for concern. It would only take one
major disaster occurring close to Sydney to decimate Australia’s international connectivity. The 1929
Grand Banks earthquake off Newfoundland broke twelve transatlantic cables and significantly affected
telegraph communications. 46 Improved technology has not made subsea networks any more immune to acts
of nature. A series of earthquakes in the Luzon Strait near Taiwan in 2006 broke seven cable systems in
nineteen places. It took eleven cable repair ships 49 days to rectify all faults, and network disruptions
remained for two months. Banking and booking systems, financial markets and general trade were all
severely affected. 47 These events caused significant damage to the entirety of Canada’s and Taiwan’s
connectivity because of the proximity of cables to one another. If they had been significantly distributed,
damage resulting from earthquakes would have been minimised. Other important and more regular causes
of cable breaks include underwater landslides, currents forcing cables against rough surfaces, and even
shark bites, though these have less potential to affect multiple systems. 48
Damage resulting from human activity
Many international cable faults are the result of misplaced anchors or fishing activity from trawlers and
fixed nets. Estimates of human impact on cable infrastructure range from 40 to 70 per cent of total
damage. 49 In 2008, a five-ton anchor abandoned in the Persian Gulf resulted in major outages in the Middle
East and Asia after it severed FLAG Telecom’s FALCON cable. 50 Where cables are bunched together
close to shore at a concentrated landing point, the potential for a single vessel to cause significant damage
to multiple systems, even accidentally, is amplified.
Malicious attack
In addition to the potential for natural disasters, undersea phenomena, fishing and dredging to damaged
cables, concentrated landing sites make the entire network more vulnerable to a malicious attack. An
adversary has fewer targets to consider, and even if only one is targeted the damage will still be significant
if an attack is successful, given multiple systems will be affected. This is especially true of physical attacks
on terrestrial cable infrastructure, such as locations where several cables come ashore in the same place or
terminate at one data centre or IXP. The redundant capacity of having many cable connections is again
undermined by their proximity to one another. Isolated attacks like the First World War raids on Direction
and Fanning Islands have the potential to knock out a massive portion of Australia’s international
bandwidth.
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The physical domain is also no longer the only route of attack for networked infrastructure. Weak security
protocols and network management systems that are not up to date provide fertile ground for
cyberattacks. 51 Contemporary adversaries can coordinate multiple operations across domains to far greater
effect than German cruisers in the First World War. Even non-state actors are highly capable: the 1998
attacks on US embassies in Nairobi and Dar es Salaam occurred within ten minutes of one another. 52 As
landing site diversity decreases, the potential for one attack to have a significant effect on the entirety of a
country’s cable system increases.
Is a malicious attack a realistic threat to SCCs?
While there was a lull in concern for submarine cable infrastructure after the Cold War, likely due to the
overwhelming US naval and military presence globally, increasingly sophisticated terrorist threats and
renewed perceptions of Russian and Chinese naval hostility have given rise to renewed interest in the
security of SCCs. 53 In one instance, writing in Foreign Affairs in 2015, Robert Martinage argued that the
proliferation of remotely operated underwater vehicles meant that it would be possible for a terrorist group
to interfere with cables at will. 54 Importantly, Bueger and Liebetrau find that “no intentional hostile
disruptions to the [modern] submarine cable infrastructure have been reported publicly”. They argue that
hypothetical scenarios about interference or attack are based on “overall assessments of the geopolitical
landscape”, rather than a solid base of historical evidence, indicating the potential for “threat inflation”. 55
Rishi Sunak’s 2017 Policy Exchange paper on “Indispensable, insecure” SCCs dedicates an entire chapter
to “The Risk from Russia”, despite a lack of any evidence that Russia had interfered with undersea cables;
rather, the policy document focuses on Russian naval investment and “aggressive” operations happening
close to cable routes. 56

Russian Navy oceanographic ship Yantar reported operating near SCC routes. Yoruk Isik, 2016.
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Why has landing site diversification not happened?
Developing the large telecommunications estates required for international connectivity from the ground
up is an expensive affair. New data centre construction and equipment purchases present significant costs
and barriers to entry for the sector, given these facilities should be highly secure and protected against
natural disasters. Ongoing costs include massive power consumption and finding qualified technical staff.
Lack of demand for international connection points outside of major cities means that telecommunications
companies are not interested in investing in cable links from regional areas of the coastline. In Australia,
this has resulted in a problematic externality: the concentration of landing points in Sydney and Perth.
Potential for broader distribution of landing sites
There are plans for new Australian-linked cables to be distributed away from Perth and Sydney. The
Northern Territory government has announced its intention to aid in the construction of significant data
centre and telecommunications infrastructure around Darwin. Fibre-optic links to Dili, Singapore and
Kupang in Indonesia are planned. 57 Additionally, Project Koete is a private initiative that will lay cable in
the Timor Sea from Darwin to Jakarta, Singapore and Kuantan in Malaysia, via Broome, Port Hedland,
Dampier and Exmouth, providing new direct links to archipelagic and mainland Asia. 58 These projects
mark an important departure from Sydney and Perth as Australia’s only significant points of international
connection. Darwin’s location on Australia’s northern approaches, however, presents new issues given this
region’s consistent identification as the most likely vector for a military threat to Australia. 59 Australia
would benefit from additional cable projects that are situated in the north of Western Australia or
Queensland, where telegraph and coaxial cables were connected in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Geopolitical concerns for new projects
The private sector and states sponsoring cable projects are increasingly concerned with the safety of their
cable routes. Areas like the South China Sea and the maritime approaches to Hong Kong are now
considered to pose a higher risk for transiting cables. New systems traversing the Arctic Sea have been
enabled by diminishing ice caps: these cables will avoid existing chokepoints and make the journey from
Asia to Europe without having to cross the Americas (this is also a far shorter route). The Arctic Connect
cable will potentially link Scandinavia, Russia, China and Japan in the coming years. 60 In 2013, following
revelations of US global surveillance programs, the BRICS countries (Brazil, Russia, India, China and
South Africa) began planning for a global cable system that would avoid US access and influence. Funding
issues and a lack of cohesion among the states involved, however, meant that the project was never
completed. 61
Military reliance upon SCCs
SCCs are essential for secure military communications. While highly secure military satellites do supply
some degree of connectivity, C4 systems often rely heavily on bandwidth leased from SCCs or provided by
private military cables. Even accidental damage can severely curtail military operations: in 2008, a cable
break in the Mediterranean forced the number of drone sorties flying from the US airbase in Balad, Iraq, to
decrease from hundreds to tens per day. 62 SCCs’ cheap bandwidth and light-speed latency provide the only
means of operating large amounts of remote equipment across continents.
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Between 2012 and 2014, USNS Zeus, the only operating US military cable ship, was tasked with laying a
$40-million fibre cable between Miami and the US military base in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, to provide a
more reliable link with the continental US. 63

USNS Zeus. National Steel and Shipbuilding, 1983
Other states are considering the procurement of specialised navy vessels built to protect submarine
infrastructure, along with investing in alternative defence communications systems. The UK’s March 2021
Defence Command Paper commits to building a “Multi-Role Ocean Surveillance” ship which would use a
variety of sensors and submarine drones to detect activity directed at submarine cables. Additionally, the
UK military plans to develop a sovereign satellite Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR)
capability and a “digital backbone” in space. 64 The continued digitisation of the Australian Defence
Force’s (ADF) C4 systems has meant Australia’s military has often enjoyed decision superiority alongside
allied military forces during recent conflicts. 65 SCCs sits at the nexus between the physical and intangible
infrastructure essential for this digitisation and will remain essential for a highly connected defence force.
Protections in place at the private sector level
The businesses that own undersea cables are responsible for planning, building and maintaining their
systems, and these services are almost always contracted out to a company specialising in them under a
marine maintenance contract. Cable companies operate constant surveillance of their cables from Network
Operations Centres. In the event of a fault, modern systems make it far easier to diagnose the type and
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location of damage than in the past. Engineers use Network Management Systems to detect and locate
faults by observing an interruption to service or monitoring the actual cable characteristics, such as
information from signal repeaters. Data is quickly rerouted to other working cables that the operator has a
mutual restoration agreement with, or on which they have purchased additional capacity for maintenance
scenarios. 66 Once the approximate location of a fault is determined, a nearby cable repair ship (not all cable
vessels can perform repairs) will be dispatched. Depending on whether the fault is in a lightweight or
heavily armoured section of cable, different repair techniques are employed. 67
With few exceptions, the submarine cables connecting Australia to the world are all privately owned and
operated. Operators range from dedicated SCC businesses that rent capacity to other businesses, to
consortiums of telecommunications companies and big tech firms, which are increasingly building their
infrastructure to lower costs. 68 The global undersea network has become far more diverse in its ownership
when compared to the situation a century ago when the British government and Cable and Wireless
dominated global communications. Motivated by profit, SCC operators have minimal incentive to dedicate
resources to the security and stability of the entire cable system, and their willingness to pay for mitigation
efforts is restricted by their expected losses from network disruption. 69 Because of this, governments have
been required to step up, providing regulatory guidance and introducing legislation to protect SCC
infrastructure critical to the economy and national security.
Legislative and regulatory protections in Australia
Responding to attacks on marine infrastructure
The Guide to Australian Maritime Security Arrangements (GAMSA) indicates the relative responsibilities
among government agencies to uphold maritime security in Australia. Under the GAMSA, Maritime
Border Command (MBC) is responsible for protecting and responding to attacks on fixed maritime
infrastructure, which includes SCCs, drilling platforms, pipelines and ports. MBC is an interagency task
force composed of Australian Border Force (ABF) and ADF personnel. The GAMSA does not provide
provisions to secure cable landing sites or manholes on land. MBC is commanded by an ADF officer who
is also a sworn ABF officer, enabling the use of assets from both organisations. 70
The GAMSA is concerned with maritime terrorism as the major threat to critical infrastructure, in addition
to other illegal activities like piracy and robbery at sea. Attacks on critical infrastructure, however, may
come from actors other than unaffiliated terrorist organisations. State-sponsored actors engaging in “greyzone” activity use actions short of war to pressure that state’s adversaries. Due consideration must be given
to formulating a response to the malicious attack that considers the type and motive of the actor, and which
is based on intelligence about their potential state-backing.
Cable protection zones
The Telecommunications Act 1997 designates undersea cables and landing sites as critical communications
infrastructure, affording their security special consideration by national security and defence agencies.
Within Australian waters, the Australian Communications and Media Authority is authorised to designate
cable protection zones that limit certain activities recognised as presenting a threat to the integrity of cable
systems. The scheme is primarily orientated towards protecting cables from accidental damage by fishing
or dredging vessels. Under the GAMSA, state and territory governments are designated as the lead
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agencies responding to illegal activity in protected areas within Australia’s territorial seas, with additional
support to be provided by their police forces, the Australian Federal Police (AFP), MBC, ABF and
Department of Defence as required. 71
In a 2010 submission to ACMA, the AFP reported that it was “not equipped with the resources to monitor
the protection of [Australian] cables” and relies on other Commonwealth authorities like fisheries
management and maritime safety authorities for surveillance and monitoring functions. 72 While cable
protection zones have likely prevented damage to some extent, they are unlikely to prevent the majority of
faults, given they rely on ships to be aware of them rather than presenting a physical barrier or constant
surveillance of potential threats.
Recommendations
1. A study should be undertaken by the Defence, Science and Technology Group, and/or other
relevant communications sections of Defence, to determine the reliance of Defence’s APS and
ADF capabilities on SCCs. SCCs are essential to Defence’s operations and secure communications
within the region and globally. Depending on the outcomes of this study, investigations into alternative
or redundant technologies should be undertaken to ascertain the viability and costs of additional
wireless and satellite communication capabilities.
2. Government should take advantage of new private cable projects to encourage the further
distribution of cable landing sites. For cables initially proposed to land only in Sydney or Perth, the
potential for additional or alternative landing sites should be considered – for a cable landing in
Sydney, potential extensions to Melbourne, Newcastle, Brisbane or Cairns could provide significantly
increased geographic diversity for the SCC network. Additional landing site proposals should consider
local demand for international connectivity to avoid overbuilding while keeping in mind that
broadening infrastructure along the coast is the primary objective. For extensions that may be less
profitable, subsidies might be considered. Care should be taken to ensure that cables diverge towards
different landing points at a significant distance from the shore, preventing damage to more than one
connection due to an adverse natural or man-made event.
3. Defence, the Department of Home Affairs (including MBC), the AFP and Australia’s national
intelligence community should collaborate on forming a response plan to any hostile action
against critical undersea infrastructure and cable landing sites. While malicious attacks on
Australia’s submarine cable network have not occurred since the First World War, the importance of
this critical infrastructure to Australia as an island state is not lost on its adversaries. A response plan
should include various protective measures to respond to varying threat levels. These measures would
range from actionable intelligence regarding a potential terrorist or grey-zone actor seeking to damage
cables, to the threat posed by enemy states to SCCs during a war.
4. Regular patrols around SCC protection zones should be conducted by agencies with adequate
capabilities to ensure compliance and prevent cable damage. Australia’s cable protection zones
play a necessary but insufficient role in protecting SCCs.
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Their passive ability to protect SCCs from fishing and dredging vessels can only be achieved when
ships are aware of their responsibilities in protection zones. This could be achieved by coordinating
MBC, ABF and potentially Defence assets through state and territory governments in line with the
GAMSA.
5. ACMA should increase the availability of current data for precise submarine cable routes
around Australia. Given this has been done previously there is precedent for it to continue, preferably
yearly. The significant costs of obtaining accurate coordinate data from private firms that have a
monopoly on its supply, and charge thousands of dollars to obtain it, present barriers to further
academic study of Australia’s SCCs. The fact that private businesses have precise cable route data
obviates any potential security concerns preventing ACMA or other government agencies from
supplying it to the public free of charge.

Conclusion
The first telegraph cable laid across the English Channel in 1851 heralded a revolution in human
communication, the ramifications of which the world is still dealing with today. SCC infrastructure has
seen significant technological changes since the rapid spread of telegraph routes girdled the Earth in the
late 1800s, preceding the even faster growth of telephone and fibre systems into the twenty-first century.
The objective of this report was to provide an account of Australia’s historical engagement with submarine
cables and seek to understand the contemporary issues around their security both in an increasingly
digitised world and within a region facing an uncertain strategic future. The implications of SCCs’
increasing importance for Australia’s security and the Department of Defence are significant.
Beginning with a brief account of the invention and early adoption of SCCs in the nineteenth century, the
ramifications of near-instantaneous communication on a previously disparate British Empire were
observed. SCCs quickly became essential to the British for maintaining a firm grasp on their territories
around the world, and contemporaneous reporting from government and media was considered to support
this thesis. The report then moved to an examination of evidence around German action towards Pacific
and Indian Ocean cable stations in the First World War, coming to the important conclusion that
Australia’s highly limited points of an international connection made the country vulnerable to being
entirely cut off from communications with the UK and the rest of the world. Considering the lack of
growth in the geographic distribution of cables in the interwar period, the Second World War and the midtwentieth century, similar conclusions were reached. Two clandestine cable-cutting and tapping operations
were examined, and their effects demonstrated the importance of SCCs in the military domain. While early
wireless communication techniques were compared to SCCs and found to be severely lacking, satellite
capabilities greatly improved wireless communications from the mid-twentieth century and briefly
overtook SCCs as the primary means of communication across oceans. Innovation in computing
technology in the 1980s, however, provided new momentum for SCCs and renewed their importance for
global communications, as fibre-optic cables were able to transmit far more data than satellites, and at a
much faster rate.
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Turning to the contemporary situation, Australia’s current international SCC network was described, and
the continued lack of geographic distribution of landing points was evidenced. Considering this primary
concern, various threats to SCC system integrity were examined. Evidence of the potential for natural
disasters to wreak havoc on several cable systems simultaneously was considered, and despite the low
likelihood of earthquake and tsunami events in Australia, this was found to be concerning nonetheless,
given the country’s lack of landing station diversity. Accidental damage caused by fishing and dredging
activity and malicious attack by terrorist groups and grey-zone actors to SCC infrastructure were identified
as having the potential to affect multiple systems given the concentration of landing points in Australia.
While the potential for threat inflation was identified, this report still considered malicious damage to
SCCs a concern for Australia. The lack of geographic diversity in SCC landing points was deemed to have
resulted from a lack of demand and the high costs associated with building large telecommunications
estates. The potential for further growth away from Sydney and Perth, however, was examined and found
to be promising, with the caveat that new systems installed on Australia’s northern approaches would be
more vulnerable to any that were established further south. Subsequently, the protections put in place by
the private sector to protect cables were examined, and the increasingly diverse ownership of cable systems
was considered. Finally, the legislative and regulatory protections put in place by the Australian
government to protect the undersea communications infrastructure were observed and found to be
somewhat wanting.
The security of SCCs is essential to protect ADF capabilities and sensitive information. Despite decreasing
anxiety about SCC security after the Cold War, increased terrorist activity and growing interstate tensions
have resulted in a renewal of concerns about the potential for SCC interference. The ADF and allied
defence forces continue to increase their reliance upon SCC infrastructure as their capabilities become
increasingly digitised and networked, demanding far greater amounts of data to be transmitted far more
quickly.
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Appendix A: ACMA-designated cable protection zones
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Appendix B: Australia’s SCC connections as of May 2021
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